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ArtemiS suite

LICENSE
MANAGEMENT

ArtemiS suite License
Management
ASM 00 (Code 5000)
ASM 00-N (Code 5000N)
ASM 00-N+ (Code 5000N+)

Overview

Single User License
The single user license allows the user
to work with his purchased ArtemiS
suite modules. The license is stored on
a dongle, which must simply be connected to a computer the ArtemiS suite
is installed on.
By simply plugging the dongle can be
alternately used on multiple computers, which need not be connected to
the network.

Network License (net)
The network license solution stores
all available ArtemiS suite licenses
(network pool) on a network dongle
connected to a computer in the
network (license server). Without
requiring in-depth knowledge of the
network architecture, an administrator
can flexibly configure the access rights
of individual users to the available
network licenses.
Without requiring a local dongle, any
computer in the network the ArtemiS
suite is installed on (client computer),
provided that it has been granted
access to the license server by the
administrator, can obtain a custom set
of licenses from the available network
pool of Basic Framework modules
(ASM 00) and additional modules
of the ArtemiS suite as needed. All
unused licenses are available to other
ArtemiS suite users in the network. If
a desired license is currently unavail07.2018 D5000/5000N/5000N+e6

able, the user can view a list stating
which user is currently using this
license. Each time an ArtemiS suite
instance is closed, the licenses used
for it are returned to the ArtemiS
suite network pool and are available
again.

Extended Network License
(net+)
Beyond the functionality of the network license the extended network
license solution also allows licenses
to be used on computers not connected to the network. In this case,
the user books licenses for a chosen
period of time (“borrowing”) for his
client computer, which can then be
used, for example, during test drives.
To launch the borrowing license on
this client computer, a time dongle is
required, which is included in delivery
of the extended network license. After
the predefined borrowing time, the
license is automatically returned to the
network pool.
If the network-based extended
network licenses are under software maintenance (SMA), the user
is entitled to use 20 % (rounded) of
his extended network licenses for an
additional period of time (30 days)
per year (known as a “right of overbooking”) to accommodate periods
where there are high levels of use.

Subject to change

ArtemiS suite supports three license
management variants.
The simplest form is a single user
license on a dongle, which can be
used with any computer the ArtemiS
suite is installed on.
For companies with several ArtemiS
suite users, network licenses and extended network licenses allow an optimal use and organization of A
 rtemiS
suite resources in a network. All network licenses are stored centrally on a
dongle. All extended network licenses
are stored on a physical license
server; it is not possible to store the
extended network licenses on a virtual
license server. Both variants of licensing allow users to select their respective required software options from
a list and return them after use. This
provides users with a high degree of
flexibility and allows the ArtemiS suite
to be used where it is actually needed.
As opposed to network license the
extended network license also allows licenses to be used, for a limited
period, on computers not connected
to the network (“borrowing”). Beyond
the advantages of network license,
this allows users to extend the use of
extended network license to applications outside the network.
Furthermore, in combination with a
software maintenance (SMA) the user
is entitled to overbook the extended
network license for a certain duration,
using the ArtemiS suite even more
flexible.

Due to the consequence of rounding,
an overbooking is not allowed, if less
than three extended network licenses
are available for the corresponding
ArtemiS suite modules. The right of
overbooking is calculated for each
software module individually.

Overview License Management
Single User License

Extended Network License (net)

Extended Network License (net+)

Local license:
(ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 00 and additional modules)

Network pool:
any number of licenses
(ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 00-N and additional modules)

Network pool:
any number of licenses
(ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 00-N+ and additional modules)

A computer on which the ArtemiS
suite is installed (not necessarily to
be connected to the network)

Any number of client computer
(connected to the network)

Local dongle plugged on any
computer (not necessarily to be
connected to the network)

Network dongle
on a license server
(connected to the network)

Any number of client computer
(connected to the network);
Borrowing: Any number of client
computer (not connected to the
network)
Network dongle
on a physical license server
(connected to the network)

The administrator configures the
access rights to the network licenses

The administrator configures the access
rights to the extended network licenses
Borrowing: The administrator determines, for example, the maximum
borrowing time for client computers
(not connected to the network)
Borrowing: Time dongle on a client
computer
(not connected to the network)
Right of overbooking for 20 %
of the existing software licenses
in combination with the ArtemiS
suite software maintenance (SMA)

·· ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 00 (Code 5000)
·· ArtemiS suite Basic Analysis Module
ASM 01 (Code 5001)
·· ArtemiS suite Basic Report Module
ASM 02 (Code 5002)
·· ...
·· ArtemiS suite Calculation Module
ASM 27 (Code 5027)
·· SMA-ATS0 Software Maintenance
(Code 9346)
·· SMA-ATS1 Software Maintenance,
Extension (Code 9347)

·· ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 00-N (Code 5000N)
·· ArtemiS suite Basic Analysis Module
ASM 01-N (Code 5001N)
·· ArtemiS suite Basic Report Module
ASM 02-N (Code 5002N)
·· ...
·· ArtemiS suite Calculation Module
ASM 27-N (Code 5027N)
·· SMA-ATS0-N Software Maintenance (Code 9346N)
·· SMA-ATS1-N Software Maintenance, Extension (Code 9347N)

·· ArtemiS suite Basic Framework
ASM 00-N+ (Code 5000N+)
·· ArtemiS suite Basic Analysis Module
ASM 01-N+ (Code 5001N+)
·· ArtemiS suite Basic Report Module
ASM 02-N+ (Code 5002N+)
·· ...
·· ArtemiS suite Calculation Module
ASM 27-N+ (Code 5027N+)
·· SMA-ATS0-N+ Software Maintenance (Code 9346N+)
·· SMA-ATS1-N+ Software Maintenance, Extension (Code 9347N+)
·· Time-Dongle (Code 9397)

It is not possible to store the extended network licenses on a virtual license server!

Support for network licenses and extended network licences
Support for network licenses - and extended network licenses of the ArtemiS suite is only offered within the countries,
where the licenses were purchased. Any support request must be made via the administrator responsible for the cluster of
licenses. Network licenses and extended network licenses used in other countries are not entitled to receive any support.

System Requirements
·· Windows 10 (x64): Pro, Enterprise, Education; languages: US/Western European; or: 				
Windows 8.1 (x64): Pro, Enterprise; languages: US/Western European; or: 						
Windows 7 (x64): Professional, Enterprise, Ultimate; languages: US / Western European, Service Pack 1
·· Min: Core2Duo, 2 GHz, recommended: Intel i7 Quad.; 4 GB RAM, recommended: 8 GB
·· DirectX 9.0c capable graphics card with 256 MB, recommended: 1 GB
·· .NET Framework 4.5.1; DirectX 9.0c; HASP dongle driver
·· SXGA display resolution: 1280x1024, recommended: 1980x1080 / 1980x1200
In order to install software and drivers from HEAD acoustics, administrator rights are required. To operate the software,
only standard user rights are needed.
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Subject to change

